Paddling
in the

lowest place in the world

Adventure in the Dead Sea

Not every day do we have the opportunity to discover the Dead Sea
from such a unique angle!
During the activity we will be exposed to unique salt scenes that can be
seen only from the Dead Sea:






perfect salt diamonds
salt pearls
salt chimneys within the sea
salt stalactites
salt caves of various formations

The experience is made possible through paired kayaks
holding up to twenty people

No previous experience is required
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Length of the activity


About an hour and a half

Arrival



20 minutes prior to the time set
There is a short drive (about 1.5 km) on a hard dirt track from the road to the
parking lot

Facilities



There are no toilets on the beach (a toilet stop should be made at gas stations or at
the AHAVA factory)
A mobile field shower from a truck of water connected to a water shower so the salt
can be washed off the rowers after the activity

Cost of the activity


Minimum cost for an activity holding up to 10 persons: 1800 NIS including VAT



Holding up to 14 persons: 2600 NIS including VAT



Holding up to 20 persons: 3200 NIS including VAT

The price does not include


Transportation from the road to the parking lot should the bus driver not agree to
enter the hard dirt track. This should be clarified in advance



Personal water bottles (for ecological reasons)



Everything else that is not detailed in the proposal

Additions


Transportation from the road (or from Mizpe Shalem) to the gate to the beach in
both directions: 400 NIS + VAT for a shuttle of up to 20 people

We recommend bringing


Sunglasses, suntan protection cream, a broad-brimmed hat



Shoes suitable for water



A swim suit and shirt (or a garment that can get wet)



Clothes to change into and a towel



Personal drinking water

Terms of payment


Cash or bank transfer for the day of the activity



Payment for arriving more than 30 minutes late - 500 NIS + VAT



In case of cancellation within 24 hours – full debit



In case of cancellation within 48 hours – 75% of the cost of the activity



Payment according to the number of people who have reserved



In the case of extreme weather that prevents holding the activity the cancellation
will be made by the service provider alone and according to his professional
considerations only.

We also offer


Half a day tours or a day tours – site seeing or hiking all over Israel including the
Dead Sea area, Jerusalem and the desert guided by our professional tour guide

The operators have all the licenses and the insurance needed by law
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